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This program is designed to help you schedule the control of a lighting system with many DMX
universes. The program allows you to create light schemes and control the various DMX fixtures

during an event. Create universes, configure universes, assign color, and schedule the function of
each fixture. Q Light Controller Plus Features: ● You can choose the color of each fixture of a

universe from a multitude of preset colors. ● Include multiple universes. Create several universes in
a single configuration and add fixtures to each. ● Choose from a multitude of preconfigured

templates. Create your own realizations of these templates. ● The three-color rapid. You can easily
change color channels at will by simply clicking on the desired color. ● You can also add more than
three channels. You can create a so-called color matrix, on which you can add as many channels as

you wish. ● Define functions and create custom routines. You can define functions with different
scenes, the effect of the scene and, lastly, the colors of the scene and the layout of the program. ●

You can schedule each function to occur at a specific time. The time you wish for each individual
script can be determined and each function can be set to the active state. ● Q Light Controller Plus
is a flexible software that can be used in any event. ● Q Light Controller Plus is a versatile lighting

control tool designed to help you manage and control a lighting system with many universes.
Configure all your fixtures in a single interface to increase the efficiency of your event. ● Install Q
Light Controller Plus to watch and control your light system. ● Q Light Controller Plus allows you to
create several universes in a single configuration to manage several DMX systems in a single setup.

● You can add a channel to a fixture that you have already created. ● The program includes a
wizard to help you configure and monitor your settings and create light schemes. ● You can create
up to 255 universes and select which ones to appear in a menu. ● Install the software to schedule

and monitor the lighting of your set design. ● You can use the module to choose preconfigured
templates and create your own realizations of the templates. ● You can easily add more than three
color channels. ● Q Light Controller Plus manages your lights while you are at the event. ● Q Light
Controller Plus is a flexible lighting control tool designed to help you manage and control a lighting

system with many universes. Configure all your fixtures
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The Q light controller is the complete package that provides you all the functionality needed to build
a large scale and smooth quality show. With its extremely easy to use interface it is ideal for both
the novice as well as the experienced professional. There are no events that Q light controller is not

able to handle. Whether you are looking for the classic DMX systems or are searching for LED
lighting the Q Light Controller is your perfect match. With its high quality XDMX media decks you can
create professional quality LED shows or special effects such as computer screens, the vibrant effect
or the television effect. The Q controller is extremely versatile and can easily handle any event from

corporate events to weddings and more. It includes the appropriate software for the different
functions such as personalization, projectors, visual features and custom background videos. The Q
controller is an extremely stable system that comes with a powerful build in flow control and feature
control. Even if you are new to lighting and lighting management you can count on the Q controller
to take care of everything. Q Light Controller Plus Features: Unicorns and Unicorns Q light controller
can handle any amount of universes from 1 to 5000 universes and the capacity to hold any amount
of chaser channels is no limit. Create, select and sort your universes. A universe is just like a group,
but different universes can share the same chaser channel. Create two universes and they can both

share the same chaser channel, this is a perfect opportunity to compare the performance of a
channel. Channel Layout Q light controller can handle any amount of lighting channels from 1 to

thousands of chasers and channels. Add the chasers and universes to your project as needed. Create
a custom layout of the different universes and chasers that you need to create an accurate lighting
scheme and a perfect channel map. Auto Chaser Q light controller is a true all in one solution and

comes with the ability to import and export all DMX projects to a standard format. Its easy and
intuitive to use interface makes it a true all in one solution and you will be up and running within a
few minutes. Units Q light controller comes with a wide selection of easy to use units such as HD

PNOS, PT88, PT16s, PT16r, MR16, MR4s, MR16X, MR4X, KR20s and KR16. The KR16 and KR16X are
perfect for smaller events where you need 4 DMX channels. The KR20 and KR20X can handle
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* Create multiple universes for each of your light fixtures or groups of fixtures * Each universe can
contain a set of fixtures * You can define the physical details of each fixture such as power, type of
lens, height, etc. * Locate the fixtures into groups by defining the physical details * Each fixture can
be manipulated through each of the universes * Create individual actions for each fixture * Each
action includes one or more of the following functions: pan, tilt, speed, flash, dimmer, color mixing,
reset to original settings * Create associations between fixtures and one or more actions * Create
several actions on different fixtures (groups) at the same time * You can either use the wizards or
the system manual * Create several actions on different fixtures (groups) at the same time * You can
either use the wizards or the system manual * Create associations between fixtures and one or more
actions * Create several actions on different fixtures (groups) at the same time * You can either use
the wizards or the system manual * Create a sequence between actions * Create a sequence
between fixtures * Define the transition duration between the different actions * Define the transition
duration between the different sequences * Define the start and end times of one or more actions *
Define the start and end times of one or more sequences * You can either use the wizards or the
system manual * Define the transition between fixtures * You can either use the wizards or the
system manual * You can send signals from the software to your DMX devices * You can display
technical information (such as LED color) * You can define EFX commands * Activate the operation
mode * Monitor and control the installed systems * You can display a virtual console * You can
customize the look of the panel by choosing the colors and shapes * Search for the files on your
computer * You can drag and drop to set actions and sequences * You can also create and modify
actions and sequences using the wizard interface * You can automate the setup with the "Create
automated setup" option * You can use 16 different screen designs * You can use the templates
provided by Art-Lite, Designs-Lite, Post-Lite or a custom designed template. Features: * Change the
color and shape of the panel that appears when the program is active * Undo feature * Filter, load
and save settings to and from a file *

What's New In?

Q Light Controller Plus is a reliable tool designed to help you manage and configure several DMX
lighting systems and components. The application allows you to create light schemes and control the
actions of the various devices during an event. You can control various components such as dimmers
or flexible heads. Create universes and configure light sources Q Light Controller Plus allows you to
manage fixtures groups by adding several universes. Each universe is made up of one or multiple
fixtures, which you can easily configure or select one of the templates. A fixture can be added to one
of the universes, with a specific address and a certain channel. A channel can be defined by a
function, such as pan, tilt, speed, flash, dimmer, color mixing or reset to the original options. The
panel on the right displays the technical details of each of the selected fixtures. You can view the
name of the manufacturer, model, universe, channel description and physical details, such as height,
power or lens type. Quickly setup functions Q Light Controller Plus allows you to set up functions,
based on one or more of the universes that you created. Each function includes scenes, chasers, EFX
effects, RGB matrixes, scripts and audio/video tracks. All these parameters can be individually set
from the dedicated panels or with the help of the wizard. The program features two modes, namely
the design mode, in which you can configure the universes and the operation mode, in which you
can activate and monitor the setup. Reliable lights control dashboard Once the Operation mode in Q
Light Controller Plus is activated, you can monitor and actively control the lights settings during any
event. You can view the output of your configuration along the timeline of the event and create
visual effects in the virtual console. The Simple desk allows you to modify the channels of each
fixture individually. System Requirements Windows XP/ Vista/7/8/10 Mac OS 10.8 or higher (OS X
Mountain Lion) RAM: 4 GB HDD: 10 GB Screenshots Follow Us Google+ Badge Google+ Badge
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Google+ Badge Google+ Badge Contact Us Engine Yard Engine Yard is the world’s leading Platform-
as-a-Service provider. Founded in 2010, Engine Yard provides a complete cloud-based platform for
the creation, hosting and deployment of cloud applications. The company’s award-winning platform,
Engine Yard M
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Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 RAM: 1 GB Processor: 3 GHz Hard Disk: 5 GB
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